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Th e shea r modulus G = 5.925 X 10 -3(Jp - 0.45) T + G* Wa rt I), it s ene rgy co mponent G* = 0.0684 
(jjJ - 0.45)+2.70 Wa rt 11 ), and the number of e ffec ti ve sub-cha in s pe r unit volume Ve= (G - G* )IRT 
a re given de tail ed mo lecul a r conside ra tio n. G is give n in Mdyn c m - 2 for rubbe r cross- linked by addin g p 
parts of di cumyl pe roxide pe r hundred of rubbe r, and heating until a frac tion f of the peroxide is de
composed. v" is fo und to be a pproximate ly twice th e dens ity of c ross- links, afte r a co rrection for impuri 
ti es and cha in ends is mad e. It can not be computed as GIRT, s ince on ly the e ntropy co mpone nt of 
1110dulus is re lat ed to li e . The s ub-c ha ins fo r the most highl y cross-linked rubbers s tudied had a mole
c ula r weight of abou t 575 g 11101 - ' , corres ponding to abo ut 8 isopre ne unit s . The modulus corresponding 
to no added c ross- links is not ze ro. It is dete rmined chie fiy by the e nergy component of the modulus; it 
does not arise from entangle me nts. The " front fa c tor" is found to be unity. 

An e xt e ns ive literature surve y yie lds values of the q uant ity RN (v,), where \jI (V2) is the Flory
Re lllle r equation fun c tion of v" the e quilibrium volume fraction ob tained by s we lling the c ross-linked 
rubbe r. RT\jI (v,) is found to be grea te r than G - G*, but not as large as G it se lf. 

Key words: C ross- li nk ing of rubbe r; di c um yl pe roxide ; e lasti c ity theory of rub ber: e ntangle ment s in 
rubbe r; gel point ; molec ular int er pretation of rubbe r e las ti c ity ; modulu s of rubbe r ; rubbe r elas ti c it y; 
s tati sti cal theor y of rubbe r elas ti c ity; s we lling of rubbe r ne t work. 

1 . Introduction 

The fir st paper in thi s series Part I [1] I presented 
experimental data on the c hange of modulus with 
temperature and cross-linking for natural rubber 
cross-linked by dicumyl peroxide , 

The results were presented in the form of the 
following equation: 

G=S (jp + B)T + H(fp + B ) +A = 5.925 X 1O - 3(jp-

0_45) T + 0.0684 (jp-0.45) +2,70 (1.1 ) 

S, 8, H, and A are constants having the values shown, 
while G is the shear modulus (limit of the ratio of shear 
stress to strain at zero deformation, in Mdyn cm - 2 or 
0.1 MPa) at a te mperature T in kelvins, for natural 
rubber cross-linked by adding p parts of dic umyl per
oxide per hundred of rubber (phr) and heating until a 
fraction f of the peroxide was decomposed. The actual 
behavior of the sys te m at very low degrees of cross-

I Figures in bracket s in dica te th e lit eratu re refe re nces at th e end or thi s paper. 

linking deviated from that give n by the equation, and 
is discussed in a later section of the present paper. 

The second paper Part II [2] applied thermodynam
ical considerations to the experimental results to de
termine the relative importance of G* (= H (jp + B) + 
A )-the energy component of the modulus-and 
(G - G * )-the entropy component. The experimental 
entropy component was then compared with that 
predicted by the statistical theory of rubber elasticity 
in an extremely simplified presentation. 

The general concepts outlined in the books of Flory 
[3], Treloar [4], and Ferry [5] were utilized, largely 
using the form and symbolism employed in the book 
by Meares [6]. 

The present paper makes much more de tailed molec
ular interpretations of the results than the second paper 
and examines the consequences of several refine ments 
which might be made in the application of the theory, 

2. Molecular Interpretations 

2.1, The Gel Point 

The gel point or degree of cross-linking just neces-
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sary for the formation of a network has been deter
mined experimentally in Parts I and II by noting the 
degree of cross-linking at which there is no change of 
modulus with temperature (i.e ., aG/aT= 0). At lower 
degrees of cross-linking this derivative is negative, as 
normally observed for uncross-linked polymers [7-9]. 
At higher degrees it is positive, as is normal for cross
linked polymers. 

The gel point is reached only when the cross-linking 
ha~ attained some characteristic value. In the present 
study it was found experimentally that 0.45 phr of 
dicumyl peroxide must be added to attain the proper 
degree of cross·linking. Some of this represents di
cumyl peroxide wasted by reaction with impurities in 
the rubber, and the remainder is required to produce, 
on the average, one cross-link per rubber molecule. 

Our calculations of the relative sizes of these com
ponents have been based on an assumption regarding 
the amount of impurities in the rubber. However, the 
total amount of added dicumyl peroxide required in our 
work is 0.45 phr regardless of the relative sizes of the 
components and regardless of the value of the constant 
H in eq (Ll) 

No attempt was made in Part II in the section deal· 
ing with the theory of rubber elasticity to ' predict a 
value for G*, the modulus of the rubber at the gel 
point. The theory was used to predict only G - G* , 
the increase of modulus caused by the addition of 
active sub·chains beyond this critical amount of cross· 
linking. 

The modulus of the network at the gel point at all 
temperatures in the present study is found by direct 
experiment to be equal to A = 2.70 Mdyn cm - 2 regard
less of whether the constant H is zero, as in eq (1.2) of 
Part II; or 0.0684 Mdyn cm -2 (phr) - 1 as in eq (Ll) of 
Part II (eq (Ll) of this paper). 

The statement may be readily verified by an ex· 
amination of figure 2 of Part II. The modulus at the gel 
point is likewise independent of the value assumed for 
the dicumyl peroxide wasted by reaction with impuri· 
ties, although this is one of the factors determining the 
abscissa of the gel point. 

It is quite surprising that many previous workers 
have generally neglected consideration of the gel point 
and its effects on modulus. Most authors, with certain 
notable exceptions [10-18] have even fai led to mention 
its existence. Charlesby [12] has given one of the most 
extensive discussions of the subject. 

The nonzero value of the modulus near the gel point 
has likewise not been clearly demonstrated previously, 
although the experimental evidence has been available. 

2.2 . Alternative Methods of Expressing Added Cross
Linking and Related Quantities 

In Parts I and II, the amount of added cross-linking 
has been expressed in terms of the quantity fp, since 
that is the independent variable directly observed ex· 
perimentally. It is of course pertinent only to the sys· 
tern of natural rubber cross·linked by dicumyl peroxide. 
For comparison with other systems and other measured 

properties the cross·linking can be alternatively ex
pressed in terms of other quantities also closely related 
to X, the number of added cross-links. 

Utilizing the numerical values found in Part I for the 
constants, we shall give the expression for calculating 
each of these quantities in turn in terms of the quantity 
fp· For convenient reference all the numerical values 
used in the present paper are summarized in the Ap
pendix. Some of the new expressions have a greater 
significance in terms of molecular considerations than 
those using fp. However, the values are dependent on 
the validity of the theory outlined in Part II and on the 
constants which have been determined from it. Some 
of the values of course apply only to the particular 
sample of rubber studied here. Unlike fp, the values 
considered here are not directly observable quantities. 

One of the most fundamental of these quanti ti es 
is X/ N, the number of added cross-links per rubber 
molecule. With the insertion of the values of: 

fw (amount of dicumyl peroxide wasted by reaction 
with impurities) 

M (average molecular weight of uncured rubber), 
and 

Md (molecular weight of dicumyl peroxide) 
eq (3.7) of Part II becomes 

X/N= (M/100Md ) (fp-fw) =7.14 (fp-0.3l). 
(2.2.1) 

Table 1 shows values of X/N calculated from this 
equation for values of fp up to 23.8 phr, the highest 
degree of cross·linking reached in the present study. 
It will be noted that there is one added cross-link per 
molecule at the gel point (fp = 0.45 phr) as expected. 
At the highest cross·linking, there are 168 cross·links 
per molecule on the average. 

The cross·linking can also be expressed in terms of 
the number of moles of unwasted decomposed dicumyl 
peroxide per unit volume, which has been assumed to 
be the same as the number of moles of added cross· 
links per unit volume . This quantity is found from eq 
(3.6) of Part II to be 

X/(A IV,.) = [l / (lOOM dV,.)] [fp- fw] = 

33.399(fp - 0.31) X 10- 6 (2.2.2) 

where A I is Avogadro's Number, v,. the volume of rub· 
ber considered and Vr the specific volume of the 
rubber. 

The values are given in table 1 in units of /Lmol 
cm - 3-numerically equal to the SI units of mol m- 3. 

This quantity may also be weritten as (1/2) Vrl 

M;:~hem where Me ehem is the molecular weight of a 
sub·chain (i.e., between cross-links), as determined 
from stoichiometry. Thus 

(l/2)M;~hem= (1/100Md ) (fp-fw) 

= 36.986 (fp -0.31) X 10- 6 (2.2 .3 ) 

Values calculated from this equation are also shown in 
table 1. 
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TABLE 1. -Calculated measures of added cross-linking 

fp phr 
X/N added c ross- X/(A,V,) JLm ol (1/2) Me',."",,, Me chem, mol wt 

link s pe r molecule added c ross- links JLmol g - ' be tween added 
per cm " c ross-links g mo] - ' 

0 ...... ... ....... . .... . .. ..... . ...... . ...... .. . . .. . .. ... . ...... . ....................... ....... . . .... ... .. ... ..... 
3 1 0 0 
.45 1.00 4.68 

I 4.93 23.0 
2 12. 1 56.4 
3 19.2 89.8 
4 26.3 123 
5 33.5 157 

10 69.2 324 
15 105 491 
20 141 658 
23.8 168 784 

At the highest cross-linking the molecular weight of 
an average s ub-c hain is seen to be 575 g mol- I. Each 
average sub-chain would thus be made up of 8.44 
isoprene units and would contain about 34 main-chain 
carbon atoms. 

For comparison with cross-linking produced by sys
tems other than dicumyl pe roxide the quantity XI 
(A IV,.), the number of moles of added cross-link s per 
unit volum e of rubber is preferred. This is shown in 
figures 1, 2, and 3 as the upper scale of abscissas. 
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FIGURE 1. Effective sub-chain density (moles of effective sub-chains 
per unit volume) as a Junction oj amount oj decomposed dicumyl 
peroxide or as afunction oj added cross -linking. 

--- Continuous lin e fe- presen ts c q (2.3.2) 

.. DOll ed line corresponds 10 2 sub-chains fu r each added cross- link . uncorrected 
for c hain ends. 

_____ . ____ Das hed line represents eq 12.3. 1). 

Lower scale of abscissas s hows values of f p for sys tem of na lural rubber cros-;· Iinked by 
dicumyl peroxide. 

Upper scale of abscissas s hows numLer of moles of added cross· links per unil volume 
X/(A 1 Vr ) or I/'mr - IMr; lrhelfl , derived from eq (2.2.2). 

0 00 

5.18 96,500 
25.5 19,610 
62.5 8,000 
99.5 5,030 

136 3,680 
173 2,890 
358 1,400 
543 921 
728 687 
869 575 

2.3. Number of Effective Sub-chains 

Aside from the energy compone nt of the modulus , 
the fundamental quantity governing th e physical 
properties of the cross-lin ked network is the number of 
effective sub-chains. Thi s may be expressed in term s 
of the calculated number of effec tive sub-chain s per 
molecule, (2X/N - 2), given in table 2 and calc ulated 
from eq (2.2. 1), furnishing the figures given in table 1. 
However, for many purposes it is most convenient to 
express thi s dependent variable as V I' , the number of 
moles of effective sub-chain s pe r unit volume, which 
may be calculated from fp by insertin g in eq (3 .8) of 
Part II the values of the constants determined in 
Part II. 

V e= [2/v ,.][ (1/100M,d (fp - jiu) -11M] 

= [66.798(fp - 0.31) - 9. 36]10 - 6 

= 66.798 (fp - 0.45) 10- 6• 

(2.3. 1) 

From thi s we conclude that in our rubber there are 
9.36 /LmoJ of dangling ineffective loose ends in each 
cubic centimeter (equivale nt to one added cross
link per rubber molecule or 2 sub-chains per molecule) 
at all degrees of cross-linking. Figure 1 presents a 
graph (dashed line) of this equation and table 2 shows 
values calculated from it. It can be seen that the line is 
displaced from the origin by an amount fp = 0.45 phr, 
corresponding to the sum of the shifts, 0.31 phr due to 
impurities in the rubber and 0.14 phr due to dangling 
loose ends of rubber molecules. 

We find that V e is zero for fp = 0.45 phr, where one 
cross-link per molecule has been added. Above this 
point it increases linearly withfp. 

The dotted line in figure 1 shows the result of omitting 
completely any correction for the end-effect. It repre
sents the behavior expected if the molecular weight of 
the polymer had been assumed to be infinite. 

For comparison with these values predicted by cross
linking considerations from simple theory, the observed 
value of V e may be obtained directly experime ntally 
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from the observations of the modulus increase (G - G*). 
With the insertion of the constants from eqs (1.1) and 
(2.3) of Part II, eq (3.9) of Part II becomes 

Ve(;= (G-G* )IRT= (SIR) (jp+B) 
= 71.26 (j-0.45)X 10- 6 • (2.3.2) 

The subscript G has been added temporarily at this 
point to emphasize that this Ve has been obtained exper
imentally from the observed values of (G - G*) and 
not from cross-linking considerations. This equation is 
represented by a continuous line in figure 1. The posi
tive ordinate values are 6.7 percent higher than those 
given by eq (2.3.1). The discrepancy arises from the 6.7 
percent difference in the observed and predicted values 
of the constant S, already mentioned in Part II and tent
atively ascribed to the effect of entanglements. These 
lines illustrate graphically the extent of the agreement 
between the number of effective sub-chains calculated 
from the observed modulus and that calculated from 
the added cross-links. With the correction for wasted 
dicumyl peroxide and for the chain ends, the relation is 
surprisingly close to demonstrating the production of 
two effective sub-cbains for each cross-link formed 
over the range shown in figure 1. This was of course 
assumed in the derivation of /Je in eq (2.3.1) by cross
linking considerations, but this assumption has some
times been questioned. 

The conclusion may also be phrased in slightly dif
ferent terms. The equation of the continuous line in 
figure 1 in terms of the upper abscissa is obtained by · 
combining eqs (2.2.2) and (2.3.2) to give 

VeG= 2.134 (XIA J V,.) -10 X 10- 6. (2.3.3) 

Each mole of added cross-links thus leads to 2.134 
moles of effective sub-chains. If 6.7 percent of these are 
ascribed to entanglements it may be concluded that 
our experiments show that each molecule of decom
posed dicumyl peroxide gives rise directly to exactly 
one new cross-link and two new sub-chains. 

While one is justified in calculating Ve by dividing 
(G-G*) (the entropy component of the modulus) 

by RT, as has just been done, no significant information 
regarding the number of effective sub-chains can be 
obtained from G or G* alone. The ratio of either of 
these single quantities to RT is not a proper measure 
of any kind of sub-chain density, since the component 
G* is not related to entropy. Unfortunately most previ
ous authors have based calculations of physically 
effective sub-chain density on the ratio GI (RT). This 
can be valid only if G* is neglible compared with G. 
Table 1 of Part II shows that this is far from true in the 
present investigation. This point deserves special 
emphasis because of the confusion in the literature. 

It is clear that eqs · (2.3.1) and (2.3.2) predict no 
variation of Ve itself with temperature. However its 
efficiency in producing an entropy component of the 
modulus is proportional to the temperature, falling to 
zero at 0 K, as is obvious from eq(2.3.2). The entropy 
component of modulus at a given temperature then 
bears a close relation to the number of moles of effec
tive sub-chains per unit volume and is in fact equal to 
RT times this number. G*, on the other hand, is an 
energy component related to intramolecular or inter
molecular forces. It is assumed that its magnitude does 
not vary with temperature, and its variation with cross
linking is found to be very small, arising only from the 
presence of the term involving the constant H in eq 
(1.1). 

A quantity Me,J"us=V,./Je has also been used by 
some previous workers to express the concentration 
of effective sub-chains. From eqs (3.2) and (3.6) of 
Part II and (2.2.3) of this paper one finds 

Me ~"Ys= M;:~"em l - 2M- J 

=2(lOOMd) - 1 (fp-fw) -2M- l 

= [73.972 (fp-0.3l) -10.36] 10- 6 

= 73.972 (fp - 0.45) 10- 6 • (2.3.4) 

Table 2 shows values calculated by this equation. Simi
larly one may utilize VeG instead of /Je to calculate cor
responding values for a molecular weight between 
cross-links as calculated from (G - G*). 

TABLE 2. -Calculated measures of effective sub·chains 

fp ph .. 

o 
0.31 
0.45 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 

10 
15 
20 
23.8 

(2XIN) - 2 effec tive Ve JLmoles of effective 
sub·chains per molecule sub·chains per cm 3 

o 
7.86 

22.2 
36.4 
50.6 
65.0 

136 
208 
280 
334 

o 
36.7 

104 
170 
237 
304 
638 
972 

1306 
1560 

454 

o 
40.7 

115 
189 
263 
337 
706 

1080 
1450 
1730 

Me pi,"., mol wI of effec tive 
sub·c hains, g mol - I 

00 

24,600 
8,700 
5,290 
3,800 
2,970 
1,420 

926 
690 
578 



In most of our work we prefer to follow the practice 
shown in figure 1, where the de pendent variable is Ve, 

the number of moles of effective sub-c hains per unit 
volume, and where th e inde pendent variable is the 
cross-linking expressed in terms of fp for the dicumyl 
peroxide sys te m or in te rms of X/A I V,. in ge neral. In 
this way one avoid s the reciprocal quantiti es and possi
ble confusion involved in using Me pllys and Me c ll ell/. 

A compariso n of the respective values of Me chern 

in the last column of table 1 with those of Me I) h ys in the 
last column of table 2 shows the necessity for making a 
careful di stinction between these two quantities . The 
di stinction is always important conceptually and is 
quantitatively mos t signi ficant at low degrees of cross
linking. The di s tinction wou ld disappear for a polymer 
of infinite molecular weight as can be noted from eq 
(2 .3.4) . 

2.4. Determination of Modulus Components by 
Measurements of Equilibrium Swelling 

As an alternative to experiments involving deforma
tion of cross-linked polymers by mechanical stress, 
many other inves tigators, [10-16, 19-39] have meas
ured the s welling of the syste m by a liquid. The internal 
stresses ari sing from the swellin g are balanced by the 
reac tion of the exte nded network. Thi s is observable 
as an increase of volume, approac hing a limiting equili
brium value. 

Flory and Rehne r [40-42] have utilized s tati s tical 
considerations to derive a relation intended to permit 
the calculation of th e apparent number of effective sub
chains from the observed limitin g equilibrium swelling. 
Alternatively thi s number can be expressed as V e, 

v,. - IMc- I/lIlYS or (G-G*)/RT, as discussed in section 
2.3 and plotted in figure l. 

For reasons that will soon become evident, the 
de pende nt variable in this sec tion will first be taken, 
not as Ve, !Jut as (G - G*), the e ntropy component of 
the modulus at a tem perature of298.15 K. This variable 
must be divided by the factor RT to obtain Ve itself. 

In terms of mod ulus components, the n, the Flory
Rehner equation can be writte n: 

G -G*= veRT= V,. - I M ;: j\lIyS RT 

=RT[-ln(l-v-2)- V~ - fL V/ ] [VI- I] [v~ 1 /3 - V~/2] - 1 

(2.4.1 ) 

where V2 is the measured volume-fraction of rubber in 
the swollen material , VI is the molar volume of the 
swelling liquid, and JL is the Flory-Huggins interaction 
parameter characteristi c of the rubber and swelling 
liquid. It is normalJy about 0.4. We shall de note th e 
right·hand me mber of the equation as RT'I!( v~) for 
brevity. 

Values of RT'I!(vJ, the right-hand me mber of eq 
(2.4.1), calculated from equilibrium swelling data 
reported by five differe nt observers are plotted as ex-

perimental points in figure 2. The results of van der Hoff 
[21] , C hasse t and Thirion [23], Plazek [29], and Allen 
a nd co- wor kers [36] are reasonably well re presented 
by th e dotted line, which has been drawn to represent 
the m. Similar results (not plotted) were also obtained 
by Angerer [37]. The results of Tamura and Murakami 
[38] are consis te ntly so mewhat below the dotted line 
an d s how a somewhat s maller c hange with increase of 
cross-linking. 

The data plotted in figure 2 are also typical of the re
sults obtained by many other observers [13-16, 19 ,20, 
22, 24-28 , 30-35]. The latter res ults are not plotted 
here in order to avoid complexity. However, the points 
are generally found to lie near or below the dotted 
line . In no case do they fall below the plotted results of 
Tamura and Murakami [38], which are reproduced 
here to typify the extre me case. Most of the differe nces 
among these res ults can probably be explained in 
terms of differences in the molecular weight of the rub
ber, its impurities, or the conditions of cure and 
swelling. 

The continuous line in fi gure 2 represents a plot of 
(C-C*) at 298.15 K. in accordance with eq (2.3.2). 
It represe nts the e ntropy component obtained in part 1 
of th e prese nt study, a nd differs from the continuous 
line in fi gure 1 only by th e constant factor RT in the 
scale of ordin ates . As already de monstrated in fi gure 1 
the values of Ve calculated [rom cross-linking conside r
a tions differ only slightly from those corresponding to 
thi s continuous line. Th e negative interce pt can be 
ascribed to the presence of c hai n ends and impurities 
in the rubber, wh ile th e slightly greater slope can be 
ascribed to the presence of entangle ments . 

It is clear from fi gure 2 that the values of RT'I! (V2), 
th e right-hand member of eq (2 .4.1), obtained from 
s welling meas ure ments are sys te matically s ubstantial
ly larger than the values of (G - G*) . In other words 
we find that the entropy compone nt of the modulu s 
effec tive in limiting swellin g is larger than the e ntropy 
component measured by the other methods. 

The conclusion th en is that the number of sub-chains 
limiting swelling is larger than the number calculated 
from cross-linking considerations or its approximate 
equivalent number effective in the mechanical meas
urements of the present work. 

Furthermore the slope of the dotted line in figure 2 
representing the results of the five investigations [21 , 
23, 29, 36, 37J is about 16 percent greater than that of 
the continuous line. The comparable figures obtained 
from the observations of Meissner [14], Manik and 
Banerjee [31], Mullins [20], and Redding and Smith 
[32] are 10, 7, 6 and 3 percent respectively. The data 
of Mason [25] and Tamura and Murakami [38] s how 
e ven lower slopes, nearly the same as that of the con
tinuous line. Added cross-links are apparently s lightly 
more effec tive in increasing th e e ntropy compone nt of 
th e swelling modulus than they are in increasing the 
corres ponding e ntropy compon ent of th e mechanical 
modulus at a given temperature. 

These two discre pan cies of ordinate values and 
slopes of th e lines in fi gure 2 are not due to differe nces 
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in specimens, differences in calculating abscissa 
values, or difference in the methods used in measuring 
the modulus by mechanical means , since values of G 
calculated from stress relaxation observations of 
Chasset and Thirion [23J, from creep observations of 
Dickie and Ferry [30] or from torsion pendulum meas
urements of Plazek [29] on specimens representing 
the same samples as those used in their swelling experi
ments are in excellent agreement with our values_ 
This comparison is shown in figure 8 of Part I. Addi
tional experimental points in good agreement with 
this figure have been obtained more recently by Gent 
and Kuan [43] in torsional experiments and by Tamura 
and Murakami [38] by linear extension. 

For comparative purposes figure 2 shows also as 
ordinate a plot (dashed line) of G, the sum of the energy 
and entropy components of the mechanical modulus 
at 298.15 K, as obtained earlier by indentation measure
ments. This, of course, corresponds to eq (1.1) and to 
one of the lines in figure 2 of Part II. Its slope is about 
3.8 percent greater than that of the plot of (G - G*) 
because of the presence of the term containing the 
constant H. No points in figure 2 and (with scarcely 
any exceptions) none of the unplotted observations 
of equilibrium swelling previously mentioned lie above 
the dashed line. In other words RTt/J(v2) over the range 
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FIGURE 2. Modulus Gat 298.15 K or its entropy component (G- G*l 
from indentation measurements as a function of cross-linking. 

Comparison with equilibrium sweLLing results 
_ Dashed line represents the equation C= 1.835 (jp - O.45) + 2.70, ob'tained 

from eq (1.1) at 298.15 K 

_ __ Cont inuous line represents the e ntropy component G -G* = 1. 766 (fp - 0.45) , 
obtained from eq (2 .3.2) at 298.15 K. 

.. Dotted line represents R'J'I¥ (V2) namely RT[ -In (1 - V2)- V2 - p.v;] [VI-I] 
[V2 1/3_V2J2] - l , right-hand member of Flory-Rehner equation , eq (2.4.1) al 
298.15 K with V2 data from e quilibrium swelling measurements of van def 
HolT [21]. 

Empirical equation of line: R'N' {v:.d = 2.0Sjp + 0.347. 

Data point s from equilibrium swelling meas ureme nts of: 
• van der Hoff[21J (unpurified sample) 
c:J Chasset and Thirion [23] or Plazd- [29] 
8 Allen et aJ. [36]. 
o Tamura and Murakami [38j. 

Lower scale of abscissas shows values of /p for sys tem of natural rubbe r cross· linked by 
dicum yl peroxide. 

Upper scale of abscissas s hows number of moles of added cross·links per unit volume 
X/ (A IV,) or 1/2 Vr -IMc"- ht"m derived from eq (2.2.2). 

shown never exceeds the total modulus obtained by 
mechanical measurements . It should be noted that 
there is no justification for drawing a line in figure 1 to 
correspond to the line G in figure 2, since the energy 
component of G does not arise from any definite num
ber of cross-links, as e mphasized in section 2.3. 

This same discrepancy of ordinates has already been 
pointed out by other authors. Dickie and Ferry [30] 
present a graph (their fig. 2) showing that the equi
librium compliance observed in their creep measure
ments was smaller by a factor of 0.71 than that cal
culated by eq (2.4.1) from Chasset and Thirion's 
swelling measurements [23]. In terms of the quantities 
we have used, this means that the directly-observed 
modulus G was found to be greater then RJ'Ilt(vJ by 
about the same factor as we note in the region where 
jp is between 1 and 2 phr. Similar results for natural 
rubber and polybutadiene in this range were reported 
by Shen, Chen, Gebhard, and Cirlin [35] and for sty
rene-butadiene rubber a nd butyl rubber by Nielsen [44]. 

Murakami and Hsiue [39] extended the observations 
on natural rubber to higher degrees of cross-linking 
than the other observers. They confirmed previous 
work at low values, but in addition they found that 
'l' (V2) from swelling measurements (which they de
noted as ns) was less than GIRT (which they denoted 
as nJ/) only as long as the value of GIRT was less than 
420 JLmol cm - 3 corresponding to a G value of 10.4 
Mdyn cm -2 at 298.15 K. Beyond this point the reverse 
was true. 

The relative slopes of the dotted and dashed lines 
in fi gure 2 would also indicate the possibility of such a 
reversal if extrapolation of the lines is justified. The 
intersec tion of the lines occurs at an abscissa where 
jp=7.08 phr (XIA ,V,.=226 JLmol cm -3) corresponding 
to an ordinate of 14.9 Mdyn cm, 2. This is not greatly 
different from the value 10.4 Mdyn cm - 2 found by 
Murakami and Hsiue. 

In contrast with the precent paper, most previous 
publications have neglected to include G* in the 
Flory-Rehner equation and thus have considered its 
left-hand member to be s imply G, the sum of the 
entropy and energy components. If this should be 
correct, RT'l'(vJ ought to be compared with G rather 
than with G - G*, and it would not be necessary to 
conclude that there were more cross-links effective 
in limiting swelling than those calculated by the other 
methods. From figure 2 one would then conclude that 
RJ'Ilt(V2) could now be ta ke n as a total modulus 
including an energy component which is roughly only 
about half that effectiv e in the mechanical measure
ments. If it is assume d that in the swollen system 
inter-chain forces are very greatly reduced, while the 
intra-chain forces are not much affected, a tentative 
guess could be made that these types of forces would 
be approximately equal in the unswollen rubber. On 
the other hand, most previous workers consider that 
the intra-chain force s are strongly predominant. How
ever, the present work yields no information about 
these forces if the left-hand member of eq (2.4.1) is 
taken as (G - G*), as we have done. 
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3 . Possible Refinements of Simple Theory 

3 .1. Impurities and Sol Content 

Specific impurities in the rubber whi ch would react 
with the dicumyl peroxide rendering some of it un
available for cross-linking have bee n discussed in 
sections 3.2 and 4 of Part II . In the absence of direct 
measurements, the equivale nt amount of these impuri
ties in pale cre pe rubbe r was taken as 0.31 phr, as 
fo und in swelling measurements made by van der Hoff 
[21]. Similar measurements on samples of several ex
tracted and unextracted natural rubbers by Bristow, 
Moore, and Russ~ll r281 and other meas urements 
re ported by Bris tow [27] yielded values ranging from 
0.2 to 0.45 phr, in approximate agreement with van der 
Hoffs figure. This number would be expected to vary 
with the type of rubber studied . 

Degradation of the rubber is much more likely with 
extracted samples , since extraction re moves the natu
ral antioxidants. Consequently in most insta nce prefer
ence s hould be given to results obtained with unextract
ed samples, making the necessary corrections. 

In general, all impurities in the rubbe r, both reactive 
and nonreactive, would also act as dilue nts, for which 
an additional correction might be made. A s imilar 
correction might be made for impurities in the di
cumyl peroxide itself. In each case the mass should 
be multiplied by the corres ponding purity. 

The purity of the pale cre pe rubber may be es timated 
as normally about 93 percent. The purity of the 
" recrystallized" dic umyl peroxide was not measured 
here , but values near 95 percent have been reported 
[14,31,37,45-48]' 

The relation s derived here are expressed in terms 
of the ratios 

p= 100m([/m,. [eq (3 .3) of Part II] 

and 

w= 100mo/m,. [eq (3 .4) of Part II]. 

Therefore the correction factor would involve only the 
ratio of the purities. It would be unity if the purities of 
the rubber and dicumyl peroxide should be the same. 
Since these purities probably were nearly the same 
in the present work, no correction for diluent effect 
was made. 

The reaction products of the deco mposition of the 
dicumyl peroxide are a-a'-dimethyl benzyl alcohol, 
acetophenone, and methane . It is expec ted that a 
portion of the first two products will remain as a resi
due in the rubbe r. No significant anomalies due to the 
presence of these residues were noted in the experi
mental portion of the present study, and no account 
was taken of the m in th e simple theory outlined here. 
However, a more detailed inves tigation of the most 
highly cross-linked specimens might be warranted in 
order to determine quantitatively the fate of these 
reaction products and their influence on the properties 
of the rubber. 

The sol content of the cross-linked rubber consists 
of molec ules which never become a part of the network. 
K. W. Scott [47] measured a sol conte nt of about 1 per
cent for natural rubber cross-linked with 1 phr of 
di c um yl pe roxide and abo ut 0.1 percent when the 
a mount was 3 phr. Similar result s were reported by 
Glaser and Eirich [33]. S till smalle r amoun ts were 
found wh e n larger amounts of dicum yl peroxide were 
used. Con sequ e ntly the sol conte nt was assumed to be 
negligi ble in all the prese nt work. 

3 .2 . Specific Volume of Rubber 

The s pecific volume of the un vulcanized rubber 
(NBS Standard Reference Material 385b) at 298.15 K 
was 1.1074 c m3 g - I. For simplicity this value has been 
used for VI' throughout the present s tudy. The actual 
specifi c volum e of the cross-linked rubber would be 
expected to be less than this value because of the dilu
ent effect of the di cumyl peroxide a nd the change of 
volume on cross- linkin g. A decrease of about 10 per
cent would be expected at the hi ghes t degrees of cross· 
linkin g. The specific volum e would also be ex pec ted 
to vary about 5 percent above and below the value a t 
298.15 K at the extre mes of te mperature used in th e 
present s tudy. 

3.3. Chain-End Correction 

The correction for dangling c hain ends ineffec tive 
for supporting a stress is di scussed in Section 3.1 of 
Part II [2] . The form of co rrection used there is exactly 
the same as that proposed by Flory [49]. He used the 
quantity M(:-~" ell/ as a measure of cross-linking and so 
one finds by the use of eq. (2.2.3) in eq (2.3. 1) 

Differentiation of thi s equation gives 

aVe/aM - I =- 2/v,.. (3.3.2) 

In terms of the entropy compone nt of modulus this 
becomes 

a(G- G*)/aM - 1 =- 2RT/v,.. (3.3 .3) 

Later workers [50, 51] have proposed slightly dif
ferent forms of the second term in brackets in eq (3.3.1) 
[52], while Mullins [20] gives experimental evidence 
that the factor should be 

It is likely that the factor in this form takes account 
of the effects of nonload·bearing loops, hitherto 
neglected , as well as chain e nds. Use of the rev ised 
factor would increase the calculated value of effec tive 
molecular weight by about 15 percent. It would still 
be in the range of reasonable values. Other re fin e ments 
also give only small variation s in calculated molecular 
weight. 
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In figure 1 the whole chain-end correction can be 
seen to result in shifting the line to the right along 
the abscissa axis by only 0_14 phr, equivalent to a 
decrease of 9_36 /Lmol cm- 3 on the ordinate axis _ This 
shift is so small that determining the validity of the 
exact form of correction would require data of high 
precision extending over a wide range of molecular 
weights_ It would seem that more attention has been 
given to this correction than would normally be jus
tifi ed by its magnitude _ The dotted line in figure 1 is 
drawn neglec ting the correction completely, thus 
corresponding to an assumption that the polymer was 
of infinite initial molecular weight. The calculation 
for a finite molecular weight is of course greatly in
fluenced by the correction for impurities, which in 
our work was more than twice that ascribed to chain 
ends. 

3.4. Modulus at Low Degrees of Cross-Linking 

In the experimental portion of the present s tudy 
(Part I [1]), the conclusions have been based on meas
urements where jp was greater than 0.45 phr, namely 
beyond the gel point. When Il e is plotted against jp, as 
in fi gure 1, the considerations already outlined yield 
the straight lines shown. The value of jp at which 
Il e is zero corres ponds to the amount of cross-linking 
agent which must be introduced to account for that 
required to establish a network . Only after thi s amount 
has been added can any additional cross-linking agent 
become effec tive. 

At the gel point the number of moles of effective 
sub-chain s in zero (fig. 1) and the modulus G is equal 
to G*, the energy component alone, so that G - G* = 0, 
as seen in figure 2. 

In the remainder of thi s section we shall consider 
for the first time the actual observed behavior of the 
system at low degrees of cross-linking. Below the gel 
point the network theory outlined previously can make 
no predictions and we have been guided only by 
extrapolation . In this region experimental values are 
less reliable, since the creep rate becomes high [53, 
54], and the "equilibrium" modulus is obtainable 
only by extrapolation to infinite time , for example by 
the method of Chasset and Thirion [23 , 55]. The modu
lus-temperature relation here is found experimentally 
to have a negative slope, as predicted by extrapolation 
from high degrees of cross-linking. This is evident in 
figures 2 and 7 of Part I. 

Results reported by other observers [13, 15-20, 
32-34, 36, 48, 56-65] agree with the present work in 
showing that the modulus increases linearly with cross
linking for the higher degrees of cross-linking. The 
line likewise almost invariably has a slope greater than 
that predicted from the cross-linking. In the present 
work this slope was about 10.5 percent greater than 
predicted [2], while the literature values in the ref
erences just given range from 5 to 31 percent greater. 

The line invariably has a positive intercept, ranging 
from 0.5 to 2 Mdyn cm - 2. This is in accordance with 
figure 8 of Part I, figure 2 of Part II, and figure 2 of 

the present work. Our work shows a value of Go= 1.87 
Mdyn cm - 2 at 298.15 K. 

The positive intercept and increased slope of the 
line are evident eve n whe n the carbon-carbon cross
links are formed by exposure to radiation [17, 18, 66] 
rather than by free radicals resulting from the de
composition of a peroxide. Similar effects are evident 
in studies of silicone rubber cross-linked by radiation 
[57,58]. 

At the lower degrees of cross-linking the actual 
measured values of modulus lie consistently below 
the line, the deviation increasing as the cross-linking 
is reduced. This behavior can be seen in the modulus 
of Chasset and Thirion 's Specimen F , plotted in figure 
8 of Part I. It is well verified by other observers [13, 15, 
17-20, 31, 32, 56, 57, 60, 61, 64]. The experimental 
values of modulus often appear to decline to zero at a 
finite positive value of cross-linking, and sometimes 
are even calculated as a negative modulus for the 
material to which no cross -links have been added 
[13, 32]. 

An examination of the data suggests that as the 
cross-linking is reduced, the value at whi ch the de via
tion from linearity first occurs may be the gel point. 
However, it is possible that the gel point is that at 
which the modulus actually becomes zero. The experi
mental and theoretical difficulties associated with 
consideration of the region near the gel point and below 
have already been mentioned. 

It is interesting to compare our time-independent 
modulus value of Go = 1.87 Mdym cm - 2 at 298.15 K, 
as measured on cross-linked specimens and extrapo
lated to zero cross-linking, with those derived from 
observations of a time-depende nt modulus obtained 
from stress relaxation or shear creep experiments on 
rubber actually containing no cross-linking agent. 
The latter values have usually been obtained from a 
point of inflection in the plateau region of a plot of the 
logarithm of the ratio of stress to strain (or its re
ciprocal) against the logarithm of the time. Shear 
creep s tudies on narrow-distribution synthetic cis
isoprene polymers by Nemoto and co-workers [68] 
yielded shear modulus values of about 0.8 Mdyn cm - 2 

with a plateau centered near - 30°C (243 K). Stress 
relaxation studies by investigators in the Polytechnic 
Institute of Milan on various polyisoprenes [69, 70] 
showed modulus values of 3 - 4 Mdyn cm - 2. Such non
zero values of modulus when no cross-links have been 
added have usually been ascribed to entanglements, 
which will be discussed in section 3.5. 

3.5 . Entanglements 

The linear relation between modulus and cross
linking discussed in the preceding section has a posi
tive intercept Go, the extrapolated modulus corres
ponding to no added cross-linking agent. Go has often 
been ascribed [19-21, 24, 31, 57,63,67,68] simply to 
entanglements functioning as effec ti ve cross-links, 
additional to but not much different in character from 
those which have been introduced by the cross-linking 
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agent. It would seem that thi s s imple explanation 
must be abandoned in view of the present work , whic h 
has now shown that the modulus has a very appreci
able energy component C* and that thi s is the c hief 
factor determ ining Co-

The relation be tween these quantities is gIven by 
eq (2 _5) of Part II 

Go=C* +SBT= A + BH + SBT 

= 2_67 - 2.666 X 1O - 3T. (3 .5.1) 

The values of th e inte rcepl Co calculated from thi s 
eq uation range from 2.67 Mdyn c m - 2 a t 0 K to 2.07 
Mdyn cm - 2 at 223.15 K and 1.67 Mdyn c m - 2 a t 373.15 
K. They can be noted in fi gure 2 of Part II . 

We are led to conclude that Go arises from inter
atomic for ces. Th e co nsensus of opinion [71-75] has 
been th at I hese forces are largely intrachain (" intra
molecular" ) in ori gin. 

The data indi cate that th ese forces (whatever 
their origin ) inc rease slightly with in creas ing cross
linking, as might be expected. If e ntangle me nts serve 
to increase th ese forces, they may well have an im
portant part in giving ri se to Ihe intercept. 

On the othe r hand if e ntangle ments act merely as 
pseudo effec tive c ross-links, they can contribute onl y 
to the e ntropy compon e nt of the modulus. In experi 
mental terms, they can in crease the slopes of the G, T 
lines of figure 1 of Part II but would not affec t the 
interce pts of these lines. 

Previous observations of the relation between 
modulus and cross-linking, with a few exception s [29, 
76,77] have bee n Limited to measure ments at a sin gle 
te mperature or over a s mall range . Consequ ently they 
have not furni s hed information regarding th e relative 
contributions of energy and entropy_ 

The theory of e ntangle ments has been extensively 
di scussed in recent years [78-87]. The considerations 
have now progressed con s ide rabl y beyond the s imple 
idea of ps eudo cross-link s jus t mentioned . For ex
ample topological entanglements have been distin
guished from coupling loci arising from inte ratomic 
forces, and some entangle ments are regarded as trap
ped betwee n c ross-Ijnks while others are untrapped. 
Furthermore entanglements are important in deter
mining the vi scoelasti c and other properties of a given 
polymer. We res tri c t ouselves here to considering 
their effec t on the modulus. 

Some theore ti ca l treatments predict that the number 
of e ntan gle ments should in c rease linearly with an 
increase in the number of c ross-links, while others 
conclud e that it should be inde pendent of th e cross
linking. The present work would favor the form er con
clusion, in vi ew of the fact that the observed value of 
the co nstant 5 in eq (1.1) is greater than that computed 
from the molec ula r cons tants in Part II. If thi s in crease 
is indeed due to entagle ments and not to so me defec t 
in the assumptions, one would conclude Ihat the num
ber of entangle ments is cons is te ntl y about 6.7 percent 

of the number of cross-link s. We know of no independ
e nt method by whi ch to verify thi s conclusion. 

If e ntangle me nts are regarded as te mporary cross
links [30, 67, 88] which are effec tive only for a 
limited time after the appli ca tion of a stress, th ey need 
be consid ered only whe n there is appreciable cree p. 
The significant portion s of the prese nt work were don e 
und er conditions where the c reep was negligible . Con
seque ntly , here we can neglec t the effec t of suc h 
temporary cross-links . 

The scope of the present paper does not permil 
furth er di sc ussion of entangle me nts, other than to 
repeat that they are not functioning as pseudo cross
links ma king a major contribution to the value of Co. 

3.6_ "Front Factor" and Efficiency 

One of the most significant conclusions of the present 
work is the prediction of the value of the co ns tant 5 
in eq (1.1) as equal to 2 R/ (lOOM,tijr)' by eq 4.3 of 
Part II. 

R egardless of whether the 6.7 pe rce nt excess of the 
measured over Ihe calculated valu e is ascribed to 
defective assumptions or to the prese nce of e ntangle
me nts, as ha been done in a pre viou s section, it is 
c lea r th at the exte nt of the numerical agree me nt ap
pare ntl y e liminates the necess ity for se veral re fin e
me nts and correc tion s whi ch might be made in the 
s imple theory outlin ed here. 

The re has been cons iderable di sc uss ion regarding a 
" front factor" </>, [89-91] which might be used in 
calc ulati ng modulus c han ge fro m Ve, the number of 
add ed e ffec tive sub-c hains per unit volume. james and 
Guth [10, 91, 92] associate </> with the de tails of the 
reacti on produ cing cross- links and sugges t a value of 
abo ut 0.5 as most reasonable . Othe rs [93 ] have 
c riti cized thi s treatment a nd predic t a value near 
unity. 

Most rece nt a uthors have included a different " front 
fac tor" (rf)/(r~) where (rf) is the mean square value 
of the di splace me nt length of the sub-c hain in the 
isotropic unstrained state and (r~) is the mean-s quare 
value of the displacement length in the unperturbed 
state [74]. The latter quantity vari es with te mperature. 

The assumption that each molecule of decomposed 
dic umyl peroxide gives rise to one cross-link in natural 
rubber is generally accepted [21, 31, 94-97] but the 
effic iency E has occasionally been stated to be less 
than unity under certain circ umstances [27 , 28, 60], 
(especially if no account is taken of the amount wasted 
by reaction with impurities). Scission during c ure 
would also reduce the efficie ncy, but has recently bee n 
shown to be negligible [28]. 

The introduction of a " front-factor, " </> whatever its 
origin, and a n e ffic ie ncy fac tor E into eq (3.9) of Part II 
or eq (2.3.2) of th e present pape r would result in the 
substitution of $ER for R, the gas cons tant , in all the 
relations containing R. The present results indicate 
that the produc t </>E, even without the entangle ment 
correc tion , could not differ from unity by more than 
a bout 7 percent. A signifi cant variation of thi s quantity 
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with temperature would have been observable as a 
deviation from linearity in the graph of aG/afp agains t 
T and of aG/aT against fp (fi gs. 6 and 7 respectively of 
Part I). 

If the front fac tor cf> is taken as 0.5 the effi ciency 
would have to be an unlikely 200 percent (i.e., each 
molecule of decomposed peroxide would have to furni sh 
two cross-links yielding fo ur additional sub-chain s)_ 
Such a counter balance of fac tors does not seem prob
able and we prefer to consider that the present re
sults indicate values of unity for both cf> and E under 
our conditions of c ure. 

4. Resolution of Components of Modulus 

Many of the concepts developed here can be more 
readily unders tood when they are utilized to resolve 
the modulus at fp = 1 phr, and T = 298.15 K, into four 
components, as shown in figure 3. The firs t and larges t 
component, corresponding to the constant A in eq 
(1.1), is an energy component arising fro m interatomic 
or intermolecular forces. It is represen ted by a vertical 
displacement of 2.70 Mdyn cm - 2 from the origin. The 
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FIGURE 3. Resolution of modulus G (for T =298.15 K and 

fp= I phr) into components. 

amount of dicumyl peroxide wasted by reaction with 
impurities is shown as a horizontal displacement of 
0.31 phr, while the effect of dangling loose ends of the 
rubber molecules is given by an additional horizontal 
displacemen~ of 0.14 phr to the gel point. The second 
component, also an energy term independent of 
temperature, corresponds to the term con taining the 
constant H and is the smallest of the four components. 
The third term, an entropy term proportional to the 
temperature, is the one which can be calculated as 
RT times the density of effective s ub-chains att ribut
able to the added dicumyl peroxide. Finally, there is a 
fourth term, which is also an entropy term proportional 
to the temperature and the cross-linking. This term can 
probably be ascribed to the effect of en tangle ments, 
functioning as pseudo cross-links_ 

The lines shown in figure 3 are to be regarded as 
schematic, since they are the extrapolations of lines 

determined largely at higher valu es of c ross·linking. 
In the present work (exce pt in sec. 3.4), little sig
nificance has been attached to actu al ex perime ntal 
values in the region of the gel point and below. 

In view of the fac t that a large port ion of the modulus 
ari ses from an energy componen t G* (especially at low 
degrees of cross-linking), it is not surpri s ing th at the 
form of stress-s train rela tion derived from entropy 
considerations alone gives only an approximation to 
the experimental da ta [63, 73,90]' the value predic ted 
being cons istently highe r than the observed stress 
[98 , 99] . It will be noted that the present work has 
required no ass umptions whatever about the equa tion 
of state or form of the stress-strain relation outside the 
range of infinitesimal deformations. 

s. Conclusions 

The qualitative and quantita tive agreeme nt of pre
dic tions and results de monstrated in the previous 
sections is a strong confirmation of the essential valid
ity of a ll the extremely simplifie d molecular consider
ations involved, includ ing the general aspects of the 
stati stical theory of rubber elasticity. We know of no 
previous experimental study extending ove r as wide 
ranges of cross-linking and te mperature . In fact the 
cross-linking and te mperature have been varied simul
taneously on only a few occasions in previous work . 

An important advantage of the present work over 
many previous studies is the fac t that measurements 
are made a t very small deformations. Thus the results 
are expressed in terms of th e modulus, de fin ed as the 
limiting value of the ratio of stress to strain at ze ro de
formation. Consequently, the results are independent of 
the stress-strain relation or equation of s tate_ This 
means that no consideration needs to be given here, 
fo r example to the difference between the stress-strain 
relation predicted by the statis tical theory of rubber 
e lasticity and that given by the Mooney-Rivlin equation 
or the e mpirical equation of Martin , Roth , and Stiehler 
[99]. 

The present study has shown that the modulus G in
cludes a considerable component arising from internal 
energy changes as well as that arising from entropy 
changes. The e nergy component at room temperature 
is of the order of half the total when the degree of cross· 
linking is that normally used with dicumyl peroxide 
rubbers. 

It is concluded that the nonzero value of the modulus 
when extrapolated to zero cross-linking is due to the 
energy com ponent of the modulus r ather than to entan
glements. Entanglements acting as pseudo-cross-links 
would serve to increase only the entropy component. 

T he gel point, defined as the minimum degree of 
cross-linking required to form a network , may be located 
experimentally as the cross-linking at which the slope 
of the modulus-te mperature relation is zero. The value 
of the modulus G at the gel point is not zero, but is the 
energy component under thi s condition; the entropy 
component of G at the gel poin t is zero. 
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The amount of dicumyl peroxide required to cross
link rubber to the gel point is the sum of that wasted by 
reaction with impurities in the rubber and that required 
to give one cross-link for each rubber molecule. The 
former quantity was about twice the latter in the work 
reported here. 

The entropy component of the modulus as deter
mined from reported values of equilibrium swelling by 
the Flory-Rehner equation, is found to be signifi cantly 
larger than that determined from mechanical measure
ments. However, the quantity computed is smaller than 
the sum of the entropy and energy components as deter
mined from cross-linking considerations or from 
mechanical measure ments. It increases linearly with 
increase of cross-linking at a slightly greater rate than 
the modulus or the e ntropy compone nt of the modulus. 

It is concluded that the " front factor" sometimes 
introduced in stati s tical theory considerations cannot 
differ from unity by more than about 7 pe rcent. The 
difference is even less than thi s if allowance is made 
for entangle ments functioning as pseudo-cross-links. 

6. Appendix 

Numerical Values of Constants 

For conven ien t refere nce a ll the numerica l values used in ca l· 
culations in th e present p ape r a re give n he re. 

CIVEN VALUES 
From T ab les 

Molecular Weight of di cum yl perox ide= M d=270.37 g mol- I 
Cas Constan t = R = 8 .31441 X 10' e rg mol - I K- I 

Observed Values - Part I 

V, = 1.1074 cm3 g- I ; Vr - I = 0.90302 g cm- " 
100MdIM =- B - jw = 0.45 - 0.31= 0.14 
S =5.925X 10- " Mdyn cm- 2 K- ' phr- I 
A= 2.70 Mdyn c m- 2 

H = 0.0684 Mdyn c m - 2 phr - I 

VALUES C ALCULATED FROM G IVEN VAL UES 

(100M d) - I 
2(100Md)- ' 
v- I(lOOMd) - 1 
2v, - I (100M d) - I 
2Rv, - I (lOOMd) - 1 

0.14(100Md) - 1 = M- I 
2M - I 
2V, - IM - 1 
M 
M(lOOMd) - I 
SIR 

= 36.986 I-'mol g - I 
= 73.972 I-'mol g- I 
=33.399 I-'mol cm -3 

= 66.798 I-'mol cm - 3 

= 5.5539 X 10-3 Mdyn 
cm - 2 K- I phr- ' 

= 5. 18 I-'mol g- I 
= 10.36 I-'mol g- I 
= 9.36 I-'mol cm- 3 

= 193,000 g mol - I 
=7.14 
=71. 261-'mol c m- 3 phr - I 
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